Cuam University Foundation
is a foundation that unites universities of
Africa, the Mediterranean and the 47
countries of the "Bologna Process".

Cuam University

The CUAM is based on the principle of the
Consortium of Universities, in which each
partner takes an active part, in education
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The Consortium operates in the field
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the international level.

Join the consortium
The public and private universities can
join by signing and submitting the
protocol agreement, by mail at
presidenza@cuam.eu,
or1 by fax to the
Indirizzo ufficio
Indirizzo 2
number +390230132531.
Indirizzo 3
Indirizzo 4

Membership is subject to evaluation by
Tel.: 555-555 5555
the Presidential Fax
Council and other
E-mail: prova@example.com
delegated organs.

